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Rapid isotopic exchange in nanoparticles
Papri Chakraborty1, Abhijit Nag1, Ganapati Natarajan1, Nayanika Bandyopadhyay1,
Ganesan Paramasivam1, Manoj Kumar Panwar1, Jaydeb Chakrabarti2, Thalappil Pradeep1*
Rapid solution-state exchange dynamics in nanoscale pieces of matter is revealed, taking isotopically pure
atomically precise clusters as examples. As two isotopically pure silver clusters made of 107Ag and 109 Ag
are mixed, an isotopically mixed cluster of the same entity results, similar to the formation of HDO, from
H2 O and D2 O. This spontaneous process is driven by the entropy of mixing and involves events at multiple
time scales.

INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

To study isotopic exchange, we chose [Ag25(SR)18]− clusters (10)
initially. Two identical but isotopically different clusters, [107Ag25
(DMBT)18]− and [109Ag25(DMBT)18]− (DMBT = 2,4-dimethyl benzene
thiol), were prepared starting from isotopically pure metals and extensively characterized to ensure their chemical purity and isotopic identi1
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ty. The isotopic clusters showed identical optical absorption spectra
(fig. S1A). ESI MS of [107Ag25(DMBT)18]− and [109Ag25(DMBT)18]−
are presented in Fig. 1A, a and b, respectively. The peak maxima of
the spectra are separated by m/z (mass/charge ratio) 50 because of
the interchange of 25 atoms of 107Ag with 109Ag. The mass spectral
distributions of the isotopic clusters are narrower than those of a
sample with natural Ag (fig. S1B). The isotope patterns (fig. S1, C
and D) are purely due to the isotopes of S, C, and H in the ligands,
and therefore, they are similar to those of the [Au25(PET)18]− cluster
(12, 13) [PET (phenyl ethane thiol) has the same atomic composition
(C8H10S) as DMBT], as Au has only one isotope. The minor differences with calculated patterns (fig. S1, C and D) are due to the slight
isotopic impurity, as the isotope enrichment was ~98%. Upon mixing
an equimolar mixture of [107Ag25(DMBT)18]− and [109Ag25(DMBT)18]−
in solution at room temperature, the spectrum changed instantaneously, and the resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 1B. No peaks
due to the parent clusters were observed, indicating that they were
totally exchanged in this process. The mass spectral distribution
calculated (fig. S2A) considering a system where each isotope of
Ag (107/109) has a probability of occupying 50% of the total sites
of the cluster is similar to the distribution observed in Fig. 1B. It is
nearly identical to that of the ion [Ag25(DMBT)18]−, having the
natural isotope distribution (107Ag: 51.839%, 109Ag: 48.161%), and
the minor differences arise as the 107Ag/109Ag ratio is not exactly
1:1 in nature (fig. S2B). The two isotopically pure clusters were further
mixed at varying molar ratios, and in each case, rapid exchange between the two clusters resulted in a binomial mass spectral distribution
(fig. S3), in agreement with the calculated isotope pattern considering
the relative abundance of each isotope from their initial molar ratio of
mixing (fig. S4). Such an equilibrium statistical distribution is expected
for a system where there are nearly equivalent sites that have equal
probability of exchange.
Control over the exchange dynamics was achieved by lowering the
temperature. The parent solutions were cooled to −20°C and mixed in
a 1:1 molar ratio, and ESI MS was measured instantly. The source and
desolvation temperatures were lowered to 30°C, and the sample was
infused from an external syringe, which was also cooled to −20°C to
reduce the effect of temperature during injection. In Fig. 2 (A to D),
we presented the intermediate stages involving stepwise exchange of
the isotopes of the atoms between the two clusters. Although the reaction kinetics was slower at lower temperatures, the equilibrium
distribution was attained in about 30 s. Rapid exchange occurred even
in alloys of the cluster (14), such as [Ag24Au(SR)18]− (fig. S5).
To probe how the dynamics of the exchange process is controlled
by the inherent structures of the cluster, we performed a similar study
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Since the discovery of deuterium (D) (1) and the isolation of D2O
(2), isotopic exchange in molecules has served as a characteristic
signature of their dynamic chemical bonds (3). The rate of isotopic
exchange in water (H2O + D2O = 2HDO) is fast with an equilibrium
constant of 3.75 ± 0.07 at room temperature (4), and it occurs at
measurable speeds down to cryogenic temperatures (5). H/D exchange in proteins has been an important tool to understand their
surface structure (6). Moreover, isotopic exchange in systems like
H2/D2 has high activation barrier and occurs at very high temperatures (~1000 K) or over heated catalytic metal surfaces (7). The existence of nanomaterials of noble metals with precise composition
(8, 9) allows the feasibility of their isotopic exchange to be tested.
Using high-resolution electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(ESI MS), we show that atomically precise monolayer-protected
nanoclusters, made of isotopically pure silver (107Ag and 109Ag),
despite their well-defined structures and ligand protection, undergo
rapid exchange of the isotopes of the metal atoms. The exchange
approaches a dynamic equilibrium within a minute in solution at
room temperature. Using two archetypal examples of Ag nanoparticles of precise composition, [Ag25(SR)18]− (10) and [Ag29(S2R)12
(TPP)4]3− (11), where SR, S2R, and TPP are protecting ligands, we
demonstrate that the rapid isotopic exchange reflects their solutionstate dynamics. In addition, we show the ability to control the exchange
dynamics by controlling the temperature. Time-resolved measurements
further reveal that the mechanism of exchange involves several processes that occur at different time scales. The spontaneity in such reactions is mainly driven by the mixing entropy contribution to the free
energy. Such an exchange mechanism, reminiscent of isotopic exchange
between H2O and D2O, presents intriguing insights into the nature of
nanoscale matter.
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with [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−, where the dithiolate protection provides
a very different structure (11) as compared to that of [Ag25(DMBT)18]−.
Isotopically pure [107Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− (BDT = benzene dithiol)
and [109Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters were synthesized and characterized using optical absorption (fig. S6C) and ESI MS (fig. S6, A and
B). We observed a reduced exchange rate compared to that of [Ag25
(DMBT)18]−. At room temperature, an equimolar mixture of the two
isotopic [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters, at a concentration of 1.5 ×
10−3 mM, showed stepwise exchanges reaching a dynamic equilibrium over a period of 3 hours (fig. S7A). Although the labile TPP ligands were lost during ionization, the use of soft ionization conditions
enabled us to observe that exchange occurred at a similar rate to that
in the intact TPP-protected clusters that exist in solution (fig. S7B).
The clusters mixed at any arbitrary molar ratios also attained equilibrium in a similar manner, and in all cases, the relative abundance of
the isotopes in the final product was in accordance with their initial
molar ratio of mixing (fig. S8).
The slower exchange rates seen here encouraged us to analyze the
dynamics in greater detail. A kinetic plot of the percentage of unexchanged parent isotopic cluster (Ct) versus time (t) is shown in Fig. 3.
At a given time, the percentage of exchange on either of the two isotopic clusters was similar when mixed in equimolar quantities. Therefore, monitoring the kinetics with respect to either of them gave
identical results. In this plot, we included a hypothetical data point
at t = 0 min and Ct = 100%, assuming that at 0 min, that is, in an
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ideal situation before mixing, the abundance of a particular isotope
(107Ag/109Ag) in the clusters is 100%. Figure 3 shows that at room
temperature (25°C), the 107Ag/109Ag exchange rate was initially
fast, and within 8 to 10 min, about 30% exchange occurred. Later,
the exchange progressed slowly, and after about 250 min, the rate
slowed down further, approaching an equilibrium corresponding to
a state of 50% exchange. A triexponential effectively fitted the data
points, suggesting at least three different rates for the exchange process with rate constants of 5.9 × 10−1 min−1, 1.4 × 10−2 min−1, and
7.1 × 10−18 min−1, respectively. Similar exchange was studied at higher
temperatures of 40° and 60°C (fig. S9, A and B), and the kinetic plots
are shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The rate increased substantially at
higher temperatures, and the reaction was complete within 60 min,
whereas upon cooling the reaction mixture to 0°C the rate was drastically reduced and the process took around 3 days to attain equilibrium (fig. S9, C and D). Similar features were also observed for H/D
exchange in supramolecular polymers in water (15). The three stages
of exchange suggest that possibly the isotopic exchange in nanoparticles proceeds through (i) rapid exchange of their surface atoms, (ii)
slower diffusion of the exchanged atoms within the core, and (iii) subsequent equilibration in the whole cluster. The reaction rates were
dependent on the concentration of the clusters, which was evident
from the kinetic studies at lower (1.5 × 10−5 mM) and higher (1.5 ×
10−1 mM) concentrations compared to the above case (1.5 × 10−3 mM)
(fig. S10). At a given concentration of the parent clusters, we also
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Fig. 1. Mass spectra of the parent isotope clusters and the product of mixing. (A) ESI MS of the as-synthesized isotopically pure clusters, (a) [107Ag25(DMBT)18]− and
(b) [109Ag25(DMBT)18]−. (B) Mass spectral distribution of the product obtained by mixing the two isotopic clusters at 1:1 molar ratio. The spectrum was collected within
1 min after mixing the solutions of the clusters at room temperature. A representation of the clusters is shown. Comparison with the calculated mass spectrum is
presented in figs. S1 and S2. Yellow, S; transparent gray, ligands.
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investigated the reaction rates at different molar ratios of mixing.
Keeping the total number of moles of the mixture as constant, and
starting from an excess concentration of [107Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−,
the rate increases with an increase in the concentration of [109Ag29
(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−, reaching a maximum at 1:1 condition. As the relative concentration of [109Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− in the reaction mixture
increases, the number of effective collisions between the isotopically
different entities increases, and hence, the rate of exchange increases.
Similar results were obtained starting from an excess concentration of
[109Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− and slowly increasing the concentration of
[107Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− in the mixture. Kinetic studies at different
molar ratios showing the rate constants (fig. S11) and corresponding
time-dependent ESI MS (fig. S12) are included in the Supplementary
Materials. Reaction rates were independent of solvents such as dimethyl formamide (DMF), acetonitrile (ACN), and dichloromethane
(DCM).
To investigate the mechanism and the driving forces of the isotopic exchange reaction, we carried out molecular docking studies
and free-energy calculations. The mechanism of atom exchange is
expected to be initiated through intercluster collisions (16), and this
expectation is consistent with the temperature dependence of the rate
constants. We have carried out molecular docking simulations for
studying the interaction between two [Ag25(DMBT)18]− and two
[Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters. In each case, docking generated 10
different possible orientations, and the lowest-energy geometries for
the approach of two [Ag25(DMBT)18]− and two [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−
clusters are represented in Fig. 4 (A and B). However, the other possible geometries were also similar in both cases, where the two clusters
approach along the same orientation or along other symmetry
equivalent orientations such that they interact at similar sites and generate the same configuration. The other possibilities were also energetChakraborty et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau7555
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Fig. 2. Low-temperature reaction showing the intermediate steps of exchange. Exchange between the two isotopic [Ag25(DMBT)18]− clusters at −20°C
showing the intermediate stages of exchange (A) to (D) with mixing time (s). Distributions (i) and (ii) denote exchange at the [107Ag25(DMBT)18]− and [109Ag25
(DMBT)18]− sides, respectively. Noise in the spectrum is due to the short acquisition time.

ically similar within 0.01 to 0.07 kcal/mol. As all the possible
structures obtained from docking were geometrically and energetically
equivalent, it is likely that exchange reaction will be more favorable
when the clusters approach along this specific geometry. The FFGMG
obtained by docking two [Ag25(DMBT)18]− clusters indicates that after
collision, the clusters may bind together supramolecularly in the initial
steps of the reaction with an interaction energy of −23.7 kcal/mol between the two clusters (Fig. 4A). The rapid exchange and the structural changes in [Ag25(DMBT)18]− can also be viewed from their
topologically simplified structure (referred to as the aspicule model)
(17), which considers the structure of an M25L18 cluster (where
M = Au, Ag; L = ligand) as a system of three interlocked Borromean
rings of M8(SR)6 around a central M atom. Rapid exchange of isolobal
Ag2(SR)3 and Ag(SR)2 entities may occur. The opening of the rings
can also make the core more exposed and facilitate spontaneous exchange of Ag or Ag-SR units between the core and staples of the two
clusters. In comparison, [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− does not contain any
interlocked rings or chain structures. It has a rigid surface network with
cross-linking dithiolates in the outer shell. In the lowest-energy geometry of two [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters (Fig. 4B), the proximity
of Ag3S6 or AgS3P motifs of the two clusters may result in opening up
of these staples. Molecular docking reveals an interaction energy of
−7.8 kcal/mol between two [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters (Fig. 4B).
The supramolecular interactions between the clusters mainly include
van der Waals and C-H…p interactions. In the case of [Ag25(DMBT)18]−
clusters, the H of the benzene ring and −CH3 group of one ligand on a
cluster can interact with the p-system of the benzene ring of another
cluster to facilitate the binding. These C-H…p interaction distances
are in the range of 2.99 to 4.16 Å, which are comparable with the C-H…p
distances observed in the crystal structures of Au246 (18) and Ag29 (19) nanoclusters. Interactions are also similar in the case of [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−
clusters. The C-H…p interactions exist between −H of BDT of one cluster
with benzene ring of BDT of another cluster at a distance of about 3.46 to
4.39 Å. The interactions are greater in the [Ag25(DMBT)18]− cluster,
leading to higher binding energy. The interactions between the ligands
are indicated in fig. S13. The reduced intercluster interaction energy
and higher rigidity in the structure of [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− might result in a slower exchange rate as compared to that of [Ag25(DMBT)18]−.
However, more detailed computations are required to understand the
complete mechanism of the atom exchange process.
We considered the thermodynamics of the reaction to identify the
main driving force of the isotopic exchange reaction. The energy barrier for an intercluster isotopic exchange represents the energy cost of
breaking and reforming bonds and any intermediate barriers, which
must be crossed while the atoms travel along the path from their initial to final positions. We computed the enthalpic [electronic energy,
zero-point energy (ZPE), and specific heat] and the entropic (electronic, translational, rotational, and vibrational) contributions to the
free energy. Computational details are mentioned in Materials and
Methods, and detailed results are presented in table S2. The total
electronic energies of the clusters do not vary when different isotopes
of the atoms are exchanged and rearranged because their bonding interactions are identical. Hence, any differences in enthalpy will be due
to ZPE. Furthermore, the vibrational contribution to enthalpy and entropy will also contribute to the free energy. However, we found that
there were only very small differences in the free energy of the clusters
(~0.01 eV) due to isotopic exchange, and moreover, these differences
cancel out when the reaction free energy [DGreact = G(products) −
G(reactants)] is computed for the 1:1 ratio. In this calculation, we
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have assumed that the parent clusters are the isotopically pure reactants and that the products are the two mixed isotope clusters with
the following compositions: (m,n) = (12,13) and (13,12) in the case of
[107Agm109Agn(DMBT)18]− and (m,n) = (14,15) and (15,14) in the
case of [107Agm109Agn(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−. Thus, in the absence of other
contributions to the reaction free energy, the contribution from the
mixing of isotopic clusters is expected to be of central importance in
understanding the driving force of the reaction.
We now describe how we estimated the mixing contribution to
the free energy. Application of the concept of entropy to a single
cluster is not proper due to the small number of atoms (102 to 103)
in an individual cluster; however, we may apply it to the macroscopically
large ensemble of N clusters, and the ensemble configuration is
defined by the positions of 107Ag and 109Ag atoms in N clusters, where
N is taken to be in the thermodynamic limit. The final equilibrium
state of the cluster ensemble will be that in which the number of isotopic substituents is maximum for a given molar ratio so that the
whole ensemble of clusters has the highest entropy (S), which is
defined as S = klogW, where W is the total number of ways of arranging the two isotopes of Ag atoms (microstates) in the total available
sites of the clusters, and k is the Boltzmann constant. For the equimolar composition, this will occur for the half-mixed compositions
of each clusters, that is, n = (12, 13) and (13, 12) for Ag25, and (14, 15)
and (15, 14) for Ag29, where these compositions have the identical maximum degeneracy in positional arrangements.
We approximate the ensemble of clusters with two crystalline lattices, one consisting of 107Ag and the other of 109Ag, which are fused
together, and then assume random thermal exchanges of atoms in the
joint lattice. In this simplification, we considered only the Ag atoms,
Chakraborty et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau7555
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neglecting the cluster structure and symmetry and all interatomic interactions, and this situation is identical to the mixing of two ideal
gases. Hence, the expression for mixing or configurational entropy
is simply that of mixing two different ideal gases, which is known
from statistical mechanics, and is given by
DSmix ¼ nmol R½plnp þ ð1  pÞlnð1  pÞ
where p is the mole fraction of 107Ag, (1 − p) is the mole fraction of
109
Ag, and nmol is the total number of moles of the mixture. DSmix
attains its maximum negative value for the half-and-half mixture, that
is, p = 0.5, for a given total number of moles of the mixture (20). For a
1:1 ratio of mixing, DSmix is Rln2 = 5.76 J K−1 mol−1, which is 1.37 cal
K−1 mol−1, and DGmix = −T*DSmix= −408.26 cal mol−1 (T = 298 K and
nmol = 1). Because the calculated reaction free energies are negligible,
the mixing entropic contribution to the free energy must be the main
driving force of the observed spontaneous reaction. We remark that
the mixing entropy term would also be important in spontaneous bimetallic intercluster reactions, where there are larger enthalpic changes
due to the bonding interactions such as those between Ag25(DMBT)18
and Au25(PET)18 (16).
DISCUSSION

The results presented establish that spontaneous isotopic exchange
can occur between atomically precise silver nanoclusters. While it is
rapid in [Ag25(SR)18]−, it is relatively slower in [Ag29(S2R)12(TPP)4]3−,
reflecting the differences in their chemical structures. Spontaneity in
such reactions, driven by their entropy of mixing, reflects the dynamic
4 of 8
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Fig. 3. Kinetic study of isotopic exchange in [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters. Plot of percentage of unexchanged parent isotopic cluster (Ct) versus time (min) of
reaction at room temperature (25°C). Kinetics at 40° and 60°C are presented in the inset. Average of three kinetic measurements is plotted, and the error bar is indicated
at each point. A schematic showing the different stages of isotopic exchange is also shown in the figure. Yellow, S; orange, P; transparent gray, ligands.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fig. 4. Molecular docking studies. Force-field global minimum geometry
(FFGMG) of two (A) [Ag25(DMBT)18]− and (B) [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters, lying
in close proximity. Gray, Ag; yellow, S; orange, P. The overlapping Borromean
rings are shown in blue, green, and red in (A); staple units are shown in green
and blue in (B); and ligand shell is shown in transparent gray. Atomic diameters
were reduced to show the bonding.

nature of nanoparticles in solution. However, our study is restricted
only to subnanometer-sized clusters, where exchange is shown to be
dependent on their inherent structures. In a similar manner, the study
may also be extended to classic nanomaterials of various sizes. Future
possibilities include investigating the correlation between the extent of
exchange with the size of the nanoparticles and the nature of their
ligands or the constituent metal atoms.
The fundamental significance of this study is to understand the
dynamics in nanoscale systems, which is comparable to solution-state
dynamics of many simpler molecules like H2O. This study has the
potential to answer questions regarding the rigidity of the structures
and rapid interconversions between the subunits that constitute nanosystems. Nanoparticle dynamics contributing to catalysis is of relevance
to applications. In homogeneous catalysis involving nanoparticles, the
site at which chemistry occurs could be changing continuously. This
characteristic implies associated dynamics for the anchored ligands
and therefore may contribute to their solution-state availability. This
phenomenon may also be important in biology, where nanoparticles
are used as carriers of molecular cargo.
Moreover, isotopic exchanges like H/D exchanges in H2O/D2O
(21) can alter physical and chemical properties of the materials.
Isotopic exchange affects the vibrational modes. In the case of
clusters also, there will be changes in the vibrations, although these
were found to be very small from our calculations. The change in
properties is small in this particular case probably because the mass
ratio of the two isotopes of Ag (109/107) is 1.019 (in contrast, the mass
ratio for other isotopes like D/H is ~2), and hence, the effect will be
Chakraborty et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau7555
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Reagents and materials
Isotopically pure Ag foils, 107Ag (98%) and 109Ag (98%), were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. 2,4-DMBT, 1,3BDT, sodium borohydride (NaBH4), and tetraphenyl phosphonium
bromide (PPh4Br) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Triphenyl
phosphine (TPP) was purchased from Spectrochem, India. All the solvents [DCM, methanol (MeOH), DMF, and ACN] were of the highperformance liquid chromatography grade and were used without
further purification.
Synthesis of isotopically pure silver nitrate (107AgNO3 and
109
AgNO3) from isotopically pure metal foils (107Ag and 109Ag)
About 50 mg of the metal foils of the isotopes of Ag (107Ag and 109Ag)
was separately reacted with about 2 ml of concentrated nitric acid (70%)
in a 5-ml reaction vessel and heated at 70°C inside a fume hood. The
heating was continued until the evolution of nitrogen oxide gases was
complete and the solution turned colorless. The solution was then diluted
with water, and heating was continued. The process of addition of water
was continued for a few times, and lastly, 0.5 ml of a concentrated solution of AgNO3 was kept for crystallization. For crystallization, the solution was kept inside an airtight dark box in the presence of solid P2O5 and
NaOH pellets (kept separately in the same box) to enhance the evaporation of water and remove excess acid. Colorless crystals of AgNO3 were
obtained within 5 to 7 days. The yield of the reaction was around 95%.
Synthesis of isotopically pure [107Ag25(DMBT)18 ] −[PPh4 ]+ and
[109Ag25(DMBT)18]−[PPh4]+ clusters
Isotopically pure clusters were synthesized using the isotopically pure
AgNO3 salt, which was synthesized according to the above mentioned
method. The clusters were synthesized following a reported protocol
(9). About 38 mg of 107AgNO3/109AgNO3 was dissolved in a mixture
of 2 ml of methanol and 17 ml of DCM. To this reaction mixture,
about 90 ml of 2,4-DMBT was added. The mixture was kept under
stirring condition at 0°C. About 6 mg of PPh4Br in 0.5 ml of methanol
was added after about 15 to 20 min. Next, about 15 mg of NaBH4 in
0.5 ml of ice-cold water was added to the solution in a dropwise fashion. The stirring was continued for about 7 to 8 hours; the solution
was then stored at 4°C for about 2 days. For purification, the sample
5 of 8
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less compared to the total mass of the cluster. However, the effect of
isotopic exchange may become significant to alter the properties with
the appropriately chosen cluster system and appropriately chosen
metal or ligand isotopes. Isotopic modification can introduce a change
in both the spatial distribution of nuclear mass and the nuclear spins
in the clusters. Because the x-ray diffraction pattern of mixed isotope
clusters and single isotope clusters would be identical, the use of neutron scattering could be useful to probe the structure and dynamics of
these clusters. The change in the nuclear spins would affect the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum, and in the case of clusters with
an unpaired electronic spin, isotopic modification would change the
electron spin resonance properties through the electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions, which depend on the values of the nuclear spins.
For example, in the case of isotopes of metals such as Pd (102Pd, 104Pd,
105
Pd, 106Pd, 108Pd, and 110Pd), 105Pd has a nuclear spin of (5/2)+,
while other isotopes have 0 nuclear spin. This is similar in the case
for the isotopes of Pt (192Pt, 194Pt, 195Pt, 196Pt, 198Pt), where 195Pt
has a nuclear spin of (1/2)−, while other isotopes have 0 nuclear spin.
Such isotopic modification in clusters and their crystals might have
applications in magnetic devices.
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Computational methods
Free-energy calculations
The exchange effect of silver isotopes (107Ag and 109Ag) was computationally studied in [Ag25(DMBT)18]− and [Ag29(BDT)12(PPh3)4]3−
clusters by calculating free energy and thermochemistry parameters
such as ZPE, enthalpy (H), and entropy (S) using density functional
theory (DFT), as implemented in real-space grid-based projector
Chakraborty et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau7555
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augmented wave (PAW) package (22). The PAW setup Ag(4d105s1),
S(3s23p4), P(3s23p3), C(2s22p2), and H(1s1) was considered to include
only the valence electronic structure for the constituent atoms including the scalar-relativistic effects for Ag. Further, a reduced model was
used considering −CH3 instead of the benzene rings in DMBT, BDT,
and TPP ligands to reduce the high computational time of frequency
calculations. The real-space calculation in finite difference mode, along
with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional, was applied for the
geometry optimizations with a grid spacing of 0.2 Å, and the minimization criterion was the residual forces of 0.05 eV/Å, without considering
any symmetry constraints. The atomic masses of Ag isotopes were taken
as 106.905 and 108.905 for 107Ag and 109Ag, respectively. The vibrational
modes were calculated only for Ag, S, and P atoms using the finite
difference approximation of the Hessian matrix by considering the
two displacements (+D and −D) per atom in each Cartesian coordinate.
Further, the calculated vibrational energies were used to calculate the
thermodynamic quantities like H, S, and Gibbs free energy (G).
The calculation of G is made in the ideal gas approximation. It
includes the electronic energy (Epot), ZPE (EZPE), translational, rotational, and vibrational components of H and S, which are based
on DFT calculations. An additional entropy of mixing component
was calculated separately from statistical mechanics.
Enthalpy (H) is calculated within the atomistic simulation
environment as
H = Epot + EZPE + Cv_trans + Cv_rot + Cv_vib, and entropy is S =
Strans + Srot + Selec + Svib
Hence, the Gibb’s free energy at temperature T and pressure P is
calculated as
G ¼ H  T*S
The structural isomers of each isotopically substituted cluster
arising from the different possible ways of arranging n Ag isotopic
substituent atoms among the total number of Ag atoms are all
degenerate as far as their total electronic energy is concerned, with
a small difference of only 0.01 eV for both Ag29 and Ag25 in the value
of G of the parent and isotopic substituent clusters, in terms of their
enthalpic and the vibrational entropic components (see table S2).
We may write the reaction equations for the 1:1 ratio of mixing
as follows, and in doing so, we assume that both products, (m,n) =
(12,13) and (13,12) for Ag25 and (m,n) = (14,15) and (15,14) for
Ag29, are equally likely to form.
107


Ag
25 ðDMBTÞ18
109
 

þ  Ag25 ðDMBTÞ18 → 107 Ag13 109 Ag12 ðDMBTÞ18

þ 107 Ag12 109 Ag13 ðDMBTÞ18

For the case of [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3
107

−

3 109
3
Ag29 ðBDTÞ12 ðTPPÞ4
þ
Ag29 ðBDTÞ12 ðTPPÞ4 →
107

3
Ag15 109 Ag14 ðBDTÞ12 ðTPPÞ4 þ
107

3
Ag14 109 Ag15 ðBDTÞ12 ðTPPÞ4

For (m,n) = (12,13), (13,12) in [Ag25(DMBT)18]− and (m,n) =
(14,15), (15,14) in [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− substituent cases (1:1 molar
ratio), we have computed the reaction molar Gibbs free energy (DGreact)
at standard temperature (298 K) and pressure (1 atm). The reaction free
6 of 8
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was centrifuged and DCM was removed by rotary evaporation. The
precipitate was washed twice with methanol. Then, the cluster was redissolved in DCM and centrifuged to remove any further insoluble
impurities. Further removal of DCM by rotary evaporation led to the
formation of the purified clusters ([107Ag25(DMBT)18]−[PPh4]+/
[109Ag25(DMBT)18]−[PPh4]+) in their powder form.
Synthesis of isotopically pure [107Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− and
[109Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− clusters
Isotopically pure clusters were synthesized using the isotopically
pure AgNO3 salt following a reported method (10). About 20 mg of
107
AgNO3/109AgNO3 was dissolved in a mixture of 5 ml of MeOH
and 10 ml of DCM. To this solution, about 13.5 ml of 1,3-BDT ligand
was added, and the reaction mixture was kept under stirring condition. Addition of the thiol immediately resulted in a turbid yellow solution, which turned clear upon addition of about 200 mg of PPh3.
After about 15 min, a freshly prepared solution of 10.5 mg of NaBH4
in 500 ml of water was added. The stirring was continued under dark
conditions for 3 to 5 hours. During the course of the reaction, the dark
brown color of the solution changed to orange. After completion of
the reaction, the mixture was centrifuged and the supernatant was discarded. The precipitate consisting of the Ag29 cluster was washed repeatedly with methanol. The sample was dissolved in DMF and again
centrifuged to remove any further insoluble contaminants. The supernatant was vacuum dried, and the purified clusters ([107Ag29(BDT)12
(TPP)4]3−/[109Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3−) were obtained in powder form.
Synthesis of isotopically pure [107Ag24Au(DMBT)18]− and
[109Ag24 Au(DMBT)18 ]− clusters
Isotopically pure [107Ag25(DMBT)18]− and [109Ag25(DMBT)18]−
clusters were used as the precursor to which Au+ was added in a
controlled manner such that galvanic replacement of a Ag atom
with Au resulted in the formation of [107Ag24Au(DMBT)18]− and
[109Ag24Au(DMBT)18]− clusters (13), respectively.
Reaction of the isotopically pure clusters
In each case, stock solutions of parent isotopically pure clusters were
prepared at a concentration of 1.5 × 10−3 mM. Then, they were mixed
in different molar ratios, and their reaction was monitored by ESI MS.
Instrumentation
The optical absorption spectra were measured in PerkinElmer
Lambda 25 ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer. All the mass spectrometric measurements were done in a Waters SYNAPT G2-Si
instrument. The instrument is well equipped with ESI, and all spectra
were measured in the negative ion and resolution mode. The instrument is capable of measuring ESI MS with high-resolution touching
orders of 50,000 (m/Dm). The instrument was calibrated using NaI.
An optimized condition involving a capillary voltage of 3 kV, a cone
voltage of 20 V, a desolvation gas flow of 400 liters/hour, a source
temperature of 100°C, a desolvation temperature of 150°C, and a sample infusion rate of 30 ml/hour was used for all measurements. For
low-temperature measurements, the source and desolvation temperatures were lowered to 30°C, and the sample was infused by an external
syringe, which was also cooled at −20°C.
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energies (DGreact) are zero for both Ag29 and Ag25 clusters (see table S2),
and the overall free energy of reaction is given by
DG ¼ DGreact þ DGmix ¼ GðproductsÞ  GðreactantsÞ þ DGmix
For [Ag25(DMBT)18]−,
GðproductsÞ ¼ G of 107 Ag109 Agð12; 13Þ þ G of 107 Ag109 Agð13; 12Þ
GðreactantsÞ ¼ G of parent107 Ag25 þ G of parent109 Ag25
and similarly for Ag29.
The expression for mixing or configurational entropy is simply that
of mixing two different ideal gases, which is known from statistical
mechanics, and is given by
DSmix ¼ nmol R½ðplnp þ ð1  pÞlnð1  pÞ
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where p is the mole fraction of 107Ag, (1 − p) is the mole fraction of
109
Ag, and nmol is the total number of moles of the mixture (17). We
note that the mixing entropy is independent of the cluster size and
only depends on the mixing ratio; hence, we expect the half-andhalf-mixture to have the largest mixing free energy. For the 1:1 mixture, we have p = 0.5, and hence, DSmix is Rln2 (nmol = 1) and DGmix =
−T*DSmix = −RTln2, where R is the gas constant in joules per mole
and nmol = 1. This analysis reveals that the entropy of isotopic mixing
is the largest and most significant contribution to the Gibbs free
energy. Because of the fractional mixing ratio, the mixing entropy is
always positive, and therefore, DGmix is always negative and is larger
than the other terms in the free energy. Hence, DGmix, being the
largest contribution to the overall reaction, causes DG to be always
negative, which makes the reaction spontaneous.
The mixing ratio x = 0.5 corresponds to the nearest integer numbers
of exchanged Ag atoms to half of the total number of Ag atoms in the
cluster, because both clusters have an odd number of Ag atoms, for example, (25/2) = 12.5, hence, (13,12) or (12,13), where these compositions both have the identical maximum degeneracy in arrangements
as a function of the number of substituents n in the Ag25 cluster. Similarly, for the Ag29 cluster, (29/2) = 14.5 and, hence, (14,15) or (15,14) are
the most entropically favorable compositions in Ag29.
Molecular docking
To understand the intermolecular interactions in [Ag25(SR)18]−
clusters, molecular docking studies were performed using AutoDock4.2
and its associated tools (23). DFT-optimized geometry and partial
charges of [Ag25(SR)18]− were used for this study. We used [Ag25(SR)18]−
as both “ligand” and “receptor.” Receptor grids were generated using
126 × 126 × 126 grid points in xyz, with a grid spacing of 0.375 Å,
and map types were created using AutoGrid-4.2. The grid parameter
file (.gpf) was saved using MGL Tools-1.4.6.50. The docking parameter files (.dpf) were generated using MGLTools-1.4.6.50. The results
of AutoDock generated an output file (.dlg), and the generated conformers were scored and ranked as per the interaction energy. Ten
lowest-energy conformers were obtained. We used the Lamarckian
genetic algorithm for the output file using MGLTools-1.4.6. The
binding free energy of the FFGMG of the dimeric cluster adduct was
−23.7 kcal/mol. Similar study was done with [Ag29(S2R)12(TPP)4]3−
clusters, where [Ag29(S2R)12(TPP)4]3− was used as both ligand and receptor. In this case, the binding free energy of FFGMG of the dimeric
adduct was −7.8 kcal/mol.

Calculation of theoretical isotope patterns with varying
composition of 107Ag/109Ag
We calculated the theoretical isotope patterns of [Ag25(DMBT)18]−
and [Ag29(BDT)12(TPP)4]3− by varying the abundance of each isotope (107Ag/109Ag) in them by 1% change so that the composition
is (x,y), that is, {(100,0), (99,1), (98,2).......(0,100)}, where x and y are
the abundance of 107Ag and 109Ag, respectively. The experimental
spectra were compared with the calculated spectra to find the best
match and hence confirm the composition.
Details of fitting the kinetic data
The triexponential fitting in Fig. 3 was performed using the Origin
8.5 software package. The equation y = k1exp(−t*a) + k2exp(−t*b) +
k3exp(−t*c) was used for the triexponential fits. The parameters k1,
k2, k3, a, b, and c were varied during the fitting, and t was used as
the independent variable. Both monoexponential and biexponential
fits were inadequate, and only a triexponential fit could successfully
fit the data points.
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